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A radical shift in the communication paradigm in head and
neck frozen section analysis: Intraoperative
three-dimensional specimen scanning

Head and neck cancers are special as compared with
other oncologic surgeries; comprehensive surgical resec-
tion, pathologic assessment, and reconstruction require
the most detailed understanding of complex three-
dimensional (3D) anatomy. This 3D reality is not ade-
quately represented by drawings and conversations,
which attempt to convey precise anatomic detail without
a common point of reference. Yet, for decades, the
absence of a 3D communication platform was the
established, often futile, and stagnant standard for intrao-
perative surgeon/pathologist communication. Most com-
monly, pathologists call into the OR to convey margin
results. Specimen-driven resection margin results for
small tumors are relatively simple to convey by phone.
What if resection specimens are large, with numerous re-
section margin planes, which is most often the case in
complex head and neck resections? How can a patholo-
gist explain exactly where a “positive deep margin” is sit-
uated? How can surgeons feel confident that the
harvested supplemental margins address the margins at
risk? Out of necessity, the surgeon might leave the OR
and go to the frozen section suite, if that is physically fea-
sible. However, the surgeon's examination of the painted,
dissected resection specimen can be extremely frustrat-
ing, as it bears no resemblance to the original specimen.
The ability to point and show surgeons, via videoconfer-
encing, the exact location of margins at risk using a real-
istic 3D representation of the intact resection specimen
dramatically and effectively shifts this entire communica-
tion paradigm.

In this issue of Head & Neck, two separate groups of
investigators published studies using 3D scanning for
head and neck resection specimens. Saturno et al.
reported 3D scanning of 55 head and neck surgical speci-
mens, prior to dissection and pathologic analysis.1 These
specimens were collected from November 2019 to
January 2022. Margins at risk were annotated using
computer-assisted design software. Frozen section results
were reported in an average of 34 min, well within
reported timeframes,2 indicating that the 3D scanning
process does not significantly prolong the delivery of

frozen section analysis results. Similarly, in their feasibility
study, Sharif et al. report 3D scanning and virtual specimen
mapping of 40 cases, performed from October 2021 to
March 2022.3 Median image acquisition time was 8 min.
Both studies highlight the utility of 3D scanning technology,
which has been a standard procedure used for quality
control in industrial manufacturing for years. These
referenced time differences (above) are not true work-
flow comparisons; the timeframe of 8 min represents
scanning time, whereas the average time of 34 min
describes scanning time and completion of frozen
section analysis.

Intrinsically, the need for an improved communica-
tion paradigm maps to the fact that “specimen-driven”
margin analysis is superior to a “defect-driven-only”
approach. The defect-driven approach refers to the sur-
geon selecting margins for analysis. This simplistic
approach is easier to report, intraoperatively, and may
“look good on a final pathology report.” However, Max-
well and colleagues demonstrated that margin status by a
specimen-driven approach was predictive of local recur-
rence, whereas margin status by a defect-driven approach
was not.4 There are many reasons why the specimen-
driven approach is superior: (1) The pathologist is able to
analyze “all” surfaces at risk, rather than just the ones
selected by the surgeon; (2) the margin distance adds
important detail; (3) worst pattern of invasion (WPOI)
can be determined only by specimen analysis. The ideal
“specimen handoff” involves surgeons bringing the
specimen to the pathology suite and the pathologist
and surgeon first orienting the specimen and then
together selecting sites of margin sampling for frozen
section evaluation.5 If surgeons are present at handoff,
then common understanding is possible, as regions of
concern are discussed on the intact specimen. An ideal
handoff is not always feasible. At some institutions, the
pathology lab is not in close proximity to the operating
room.6 The surgeon moving between the OR and frozen
laboratory increases anesthesia time, which increases the
risk of intraoperative and postoperative complications.
Time spent walking to and from the frozen section lab,
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and breaking scrub and rescrubbing, adds precious time
to an already long day. Confidence that the tumor has
been successfully resected is vital to the surgical work-
flow. Complex reconstructions can be performed only
after margin adequacy is established. Finding positive
margins, postoperatively, that were missed at frozen sec-
tions represents a significant blow. This devastating
occurrence is a tremendous source of frustration for the
surgeon with grave implications for the patient. Thus,
videoconferencing with 3D specimen representations
becomes the ideal, elegant communication partner for
the standard-of-care specimen-driven margin approach.

Resection margin status does matter, but the discussion
is complicated and nuanced. The “5 mm standard” for mar-
gin adequacy in the oral cavity has been recently challenged.
In two retrospective studies, Zanoni7 and Tasche8 examined
margin distances as a continuous variable. Both investigators
found that local recurrence rates were not impacted until re-
section margin distances equal to 2.2 and <1 mm, respec-
tively. These studies do not advocate for changes in current
practices, but for a more rational approach to the determina-
tion of adequate margin distances. When margin status
using a specimen-driven approach fails to correlate with
local recurrence, it means that other prognostic drivers are at
play.9 Köhler and colleagues recently demonstrated that
WPOI impacts ideal resection margin distances. They identi-
fied that a margin cutoff of 1.7 mm impacted tumors with a
non-aggressive pattern of invasion, whereas a distance cutoff
of 7 mm impacted WPOI 4/WPOI 5 tumors.10 Obviously,
further studies and prospective trials are warranted.

The impact of 3D specimen scanning can reach
beyond the intraoperative conversation. 3D object files
are relatively small (25–75 Megabytes each) and amena-
ble to long-term digital storage. Patients commonly
receive their adjuvant therapy outside of the medical cen-
ter that performed their surgery. The enhanced ability to
communicate the nature of the resection by providing 3D
images to treating medical and radiation oncologists and
other surgeons months or years after resection represents
a valuable adjunct to operative reports and pathology
reports, which are often difficult to decipher.

3D specimen scanning is neither complex nor expen-
sive. Limitations to widespread implementation may be
pathology staffing and the actual frozen section laboratory
space. 3D scanners are commercially available for less than
$3000. When new operating room suites are being designed,
hospital administrators should be convinced that 3D scan-
ning has the potential to become the new standard of care,
meriting investment. Pathologist activists can spearhead the
generation of procedure codes for this process. The training
period for existing pathology staff to learn to perform 3D
scans is less than a week.

As a group of surgeons and pathologists, we collec-
tively feel that the “next big thing” in frozen
section analysis in head and neck surgical oncology has
arrived. These two studies demonstrate the value and cost
efficiency of broader adoption. Positive surgical margin
rates in head and neck cancer are high, compared with
other solid malignancies, and have not significantly
improved over the past 20 years.11 The weak link of
specimen-driven margin assessment is the accuracy and
adequacy of harvested supplemental margins needed to
address resection margins at risk.12 The time has come to
improve upon the existing frozen section analysis para-
digm. Intraoperative 3D specimen scanning is a promis-
ing solution, though further multi-institutional
investigations are required. Clearly, it is the hope that
this technological advance will result in more precise
harvesting of meaningful supplemental margins to
address margins at risk. This is the ultimate hurdle to
overcome in order to prove the efficacy of this approach
and its impact on local control rates.
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